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High anisotropy and frustration:
 the keys to regulating
protein function efficiently in crowded environments
Akio Kitao and Kazuhiro Takemura
Highly anisotropic protein dynamics in equilibrium can be

observed experimentally or through structural bioinformatics

and molecular simulations. This anisotropic nature causes a

response, to an external perturbation, along a small number of

intrinsic large-amplitude directions as expected from the

fluctuation–dissipation theorem. It is also key for controlling

specific reactions as stochastic processes in macromolecular

crowded environments. Protein anisotropy can be exploited for

the calculation of physical properties, such as entropy, which

can be employed for binding affinity studies. Energy frustration

along soft modes including both global large-amplitude and

localized small-amplitude movements is another key feature,

as conformational transitions along soft modes, triggered by

external perturbations such as the binding of other molecules,

can act as a switch to control function.
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Introduction
What properties have native proteins acquired during

evolution? How can native proteins conduct a specific

regulated function in macromolecular crowded envir-

onments? Classically, this ability is attributed to the

structure of the protein in the native state. Proteins in

the native state typically adopt compact structures

compared to that in the denatured state [1]. The

packing density of the interior of a native protein is

high and uniform if surface water molecules are includ-

ed [2]. The radii of gyration of native proteins are

almost proportional to (molecular weight)1/3, the power

law of a sphere [3]. Consistently, protein radius of

gyration normalized by the radius of gyration of a
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sphere with the same volume is independent of the

size of the protein [4]. On the other hand, artificial

proteins with random amino acid sequences tend to be

larger in size and do not form stable secondary structure

[3,5], suggesting that compactness and higher-order

structures are properties of native proteins acquired

through molecular evolution.

The highly anisotropic nature of protein
dynamics
A compact protein structure in the native state is closely

related to the highly anisotropic nature of protein dy-

namics which utilizes compact and relatively rigid struc-

tural elements (such as domains), or flexible elements

exposed to solvent (such as loops and linkers) as moving

units. Systematic analysis of protein structure variations

in crystal structures has revealed typical protein confor-

mational changes. For example, pioneering work by

Gerstein et al. described protein domain movements as

hinge and shear motions [6,7]. Recently, Taylor et al.
classified domain movements into five types: free, open-

closed, anchored, sliding-twist and see-saw [8�] and

applied to the assignment of hinge and shear movements,

showing that a relative translation of domains is rare and

that there is no difference between hinge and shear

mechanisms [9��]. Significant domain movements are

observed in many proteins. The analysis of a compre-

hensive and non-redundant dataset of structures differ-

ing by more than 0.5 Å indicated that more than half of

the proteins in the dataset exhibit domain motions [10].

Proteins also conduct conformational transitions with

smaller amplitude. Analysis of an equivalent database

showed that main-chain dihedral angle transitions occur

in 82% of the proteins [11]. Many of these dihedral angle

transitions are responsible for global and local hinge

motions and the flap motion of loops, but 24.3% of the

transitions are involved in so-called ‘path-preserving’

motions, in which the localized collective dihedral tran-

sitions occur to preserve the main-chain path and which

correlate with functional events such as ion bindings. It is

difficult to detect this type of motion by analyzing atomic

fluctuations because the amplitude of the fluctuations is

very small. Therefore, the analysis of dihedral angles is

also important. The high anisotropy of protein dynamics is

also observed in structure ensembles determined by solu-

tion NMR. The conformational differences observed be-

tween the solution NMR structures and their crystal

structure counterparts are consistent with the collective

motion identified by principal component analysis (PCA)

and the anisotropic network model (ANM) [12].
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The high anisotropy of protein dynamics in equilibrium

has been well characterized by collective coordinate sets

determined by normal mode analysis (NMA), PCA and

multidimensional scaling (MDS) [13–19]. In PCA, the

collective coordinates are introduced from a variance-

covariance matrix of a given coordinate systems (typically

Cartesian coordinates of atoms) as:

A ¼ hDqDqti (1)

where Dq represents the column vector of the displace-

ment of coordinates from the average, and h � � � i shows

the ensemble average. The superscript ‘t’ indicates the

matrix transpose. The axes of the collective coordinates in

PCA (principal axes) are determined as the eigenvectors

of A:

AV ¼ Vl (2)

with the orthonormalized condition,

VVt ¼ VtV ¼ I (3)

where V and l are the matrices of the eigenvectors and

eigenvalues, and I is a unit matrix. The ith column vector

of V, vi, indicates the ith principal axis. Since the ith
diagonal element of l, li, is the variance of the ith
principal component, its contribution to the total vari-

ance,

si ¼
li

trl
; (4)

shows the anisotropy of the system. If si is much larger

than the others, the component is considered a ‘soft

mode’ because a larger fluctuation occurs compared to

other components. Proteins intrinsically have a small

number of large-amplitude modes. For example [20],

s1 is equal to 0.35 (35%) among 1002 internal degrees of

freedom and the accumulated value for the first ten

components is 0.89 (89%) in the case of Ca-atom PCA

of a 20 ns molecular dynamics (MD) simulation of

FlhAc protein (Figure 1a). Consistent with this, the

s1 and accumulated values for the first ten components

were 32 and 81% in a recent unpublished 1 ms MD

simulation. These values are typical for proteins. An-

other good measure to understand the anisotropy is

‘anharmonicity factor’, which is defined as the root-

mean-square-fluctuation along a PC axis divided by

that expected from normal mode along the same axis

[21]. It should be also noted that the anhamonicity

factor also reflects the effect of multiple minima, which

will be discussed later. This factor is typically more

than two for large-amplitude modes [15] and can

be more than 10 for the largest-amplitude PC mode

[22]. The dominancy of a small number of collective

degrees of freedom clearly indicates the high anisotro-

pic nature of protein dynamics. The important concept

here is that a subset spanned by a small number of

collective coordinates is robust, and thus useful for

investigating both simulation data and experimental

data [13–19].
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A recent trend is the consideration of time dependence in

the analysis of MD simulations [23,24,25�,26]. Time-

structure based independent component analysis (tICA)

determines statistically independent components from a

time-lagged covariance matrix [23,25�,27], and these in-

dependent components were also applied to build Mar-

kov state model (MSM) [28,29]. In ICA, all the modes are

conceptually uncoupled. However, to understand the

mechanisms of protein function, a more important goal

is the investigation of the relationship between trigger

and response. Independent subspace analysis (ISA) deter-

mines a set of subspaces as follows: The collective vari-

ables in each subspace are significantly correlated and

correlation between the variables from distinct subspaces

is insignificant [30]. Interestingly, only five subspaces

were identified and all other collective variables are

independent in T4 lysozyme. Cross correlation function

analysis of the modes in the same subspace quantified the

time delay and advance among the correlated modes, and

showed that only small number of movements can have

the relationship of trigger and response. The largest block

consists of six modes and clearly showed the propagation

of movements from a global motion mode to a local mode,

and then on to other global modes. ISA is useful for

identifying a series of correlated events including domain

and local motions.

Fluctuation–dissipation theorem and protein
function
The high anisotropy of protein dynamics in equilibrium is

closely correlated with specific protein response to a weak

external perturbation as predicted by the fluctuation–
dissipation theorem [31]. This statement is clearer if

the response DqR to the perturbation force f is described

by the time-independent linear response theory (ti-

LRT):

DqR ¼ bAf (5)

where b is the thermodynamic beta. The concept of LRT

is applied to investigate protein dynamics [32,33,34�,35].

Ikeguchi et al. clearly demonstrated that ti-LRT explains

and predicts structural changes in some proteins upon

ligand binding [32]. In that work, they determined A from

MD simulations of unliganded protein and reproduced

the response of the liganded protein induced by f mim-

icking the protein–ligand interaction. Recently Yang and

coworkers used ti-LRT and time-dependent (td-) LRT

to investigate the response of myoglobin upon CO bind-

ing and showed agreement of the time response between

LRT, ultraviolet resonance Raman spectroscopy, and

time-resolved X-ray crystallography, suggesting that the

primary response can be described by LRT [34�].

If the response is observed in the principal component

space, we obtain
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2017, 42:50–58
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Figure 1
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The highly anisotropic nature of protein dynamics and the fluctuation–dissipation theorem. (a) An example of (left) the largest amplitude motion

determined by principal component analysis (PCA) shown by representative structures along the axis and (right) the contribution si (black line) and

the accumulated contribution (red line) as a function of the principal component index determined by MD of bacterial flagellar protein FlhAc [20].

(b) (left) Random perturbations and (right) induced response in two-dimensional space for the case l1/l2 = 10. (c) Simulated domain movements

of (left) T4 lysozyme and (right) glutamine binding protein. Both cases utilized random perturbation forces in the transform and relax sampling

(TRS) without assuming the fluctuation–dissipation theorem [33]. Two extreme snapshots for open (red) and close (blue) structures are shown.

Source: The plots in (b) are reprinted from [33], with the permission of AIP Publishing.
Dq0R ¼ VtDqR ¼ blðVtfÞ
¼ blf 0

; (6)

by projection onto the principal axes. If f is applied as
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2017, 42:50–58
isotropic random perturbations, the perturbation along

the principal axes f0 is also isotropic; however, the

responses Dq0R are highly anisotropic because they are

scaled by li (Figure 1b) [33]. Eq. (6) indicates that
www.sciencedirect.com
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random perturbations cause highly anisotropic responses

because proteins fluctuate in a highly anisotropic manner

in equilibrium.

Interestingly, the highly anisotropic response of proteins

can be simulated without assuming the validity of the

fluctuation–dissipation theorem and LRT. In transform

and relax sampling (TRS), we applied random external

perturbations to proteins and demonstrated that the do-

main motions of multi-domain proteins (Figure 1c) and

the folding of a ‘mini-protein’ chigolin are highly en-

hanced [33]. The results of the aforementioned analysis

between NMR structures and their counterparts obtained

by X-ray crystallography [12] can be also understood by

appreciating that proteins in a crystal are perturbed more

by their surroundings compared to those in solution and

thus shift along intrinsically soft directions. Although

proteins operate in highly ‘noisy’ environments perturbed

by many other biomolecules, they tend to respond largely

along soft directions under random perturbations as a

stochastic process, depending on the intrinsic nature of

the protein in equilibrium.

Calculation of protein entropy from anisotropy
and its relation to binding free energy
estimation
The entropy of a protein is an essential measure to

quantify the contribution of protein dynamics; however,

the calculation of entropy from molecular simulation is

not straightforward and counting all the significant micro-

states within a limited simulation time is a challenging

problem. The entropy of a molecule in vacuo can be

decomposed into the contributions from translational,

rotational and internal motions,

S ¼ Strans þ Srot þ Sint: (7)

The first two terms are rigorously given as:

Strans ¼ kBln
2pMkBTð Þ3=2

h3
e5=2V

( )
(8)
Srot ¼ kBln
2pkBTð Þ3=2 IXIY IZð Þ1=2

h3
e3=28p2

( )
(9)

where kB, h, T, M and V are Boltzmann constant, Planck

constant, absolute temperature, mass of the solute and

volume (1 l/mol), respectively. IX, IY and IZ represent the

principal moments of inertia. Sint is calculated by consid-

ering the anisotropy of the target molecule. In normal

mode vibrations, Sint can be given as:

Sint ¼
X

i

kB
1

aiðexpa�1
i �1Þ�lnð1�expð�a�1

i ÞÞ
� �

(10)

where ai = 2pkBT/hvi and vi is the angular frequency of

each normal mode. Eq. (10) shows a semi-quantum
www.sciencedirect.com
mechanical treatment to avoid non-physical negative

entropy. MD results allow estimation of vi from the

quasi-harmonic (QH) relation vi ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kBT=li

p
if the unit

of mass is ignored. The QH approach by Karplus and

Kushick [36] and the empirical formula by Schlitter [37]

are widely used to calculate Sint. These methods can

give a reasonable value, which is considered as the

upper bound [19]. Beyond the QH approaches, more

sophisticated methods were proposed. For example,

entropy calculation methods using ICA [38] and full

correlation analysis (FCA) [39] also take advantage of

considering anharmonic distributions along collective

modes. Hensen et al. recently proposed a method to

calculate entropy from force [40,41]. Other entropy

calculation methods beyond the QH are reviewed in

detail by Kassen et al. [42�].

Entropy calculations are useful to investigate protein

binding affinity. For instance, we can consider a thermo-

dynamic cycle involving the binding free energy of two

proteins A and B in DGs solution as shown in Figure 2. DGs

can be directly calculated from dissociation simulations

but it tends to be overestimated in protein–protein com-

plexes [43]. DGs is also calculated through the detour

shown by the yellow arrow in Figure 2:

DGs ¼ DGv þ DDm (11)

where DGv is the binding energy in vacuo and DDm is the

difference in the solvation free energies of the complex

DmAB and the monomers DmA and DmB,

DGv ¼ DE�TDS (12)
DDm ¼ DmAB�ðDmA þ DmBÞ (13)

where DE and DS are obtained as differences in the

average potential energies and entropies in vacuo as

DE = EAB � (EA + EB) and DS = SAB � (SA + SB). It

remains debatable if consideration of the entropy signifi-

cantly improves the estimation of binding free energy

[44], however, the inclusion of entropy is shown to

improve the correlation with experimental results in

protein–ligand binding [45,46]. In principle, contribution

of protein entropy should be considered for more accurate

calculation of binding free energy.

The all-atom calculation of solvation free energy with

free energy perturbation and thermodynamic integra-

tion is straightforward for small molecules but very

difficult for large molecules. Solution theory in the

energy representation recently enabled the calculation

of solvation free energy using relatively short MD

simulation in the energy representation module

(ERmod) [47��]. Free energy calculation of lysozyme–
triNAG complex using this scheme showed that the

method distinguishes the most plausible binding mode

as the lowest binding energy mode [48]. The same
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2017, 42:50–58
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Figure 2
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Thermodynamics cycle of protein–protein binding and binding free energy calculation. The green arrows [1_TD$DIFF] from left to right indicate binding of two

proteins A and B. The vertical arrows show solvation of A, B and complex AB from gas phase. The yellow arrow represents the cycle to calculate

binding free energy in solution.
procedure was also examined for protein–protein com-

plexes without the entropy correction and was found to

be useful for selecting low energy complex models

similar to the crystal structure from a set of generated

models [49]. The entropy correction in binding free

energy calculation with all-atom calculation has not

been well examined yet, but we will show in the near

future that refinement of the method with entropy

corrections further improves the free energy calculation.

The alternative method to calculate solvation free en-

ergy with explicit solvent model is 3D-RISM (reference

interaction site model) in which distribution functions

are obtained from the integral equations without con-

ducting MD simulation [50,51].

It should be also noted that protein anisotropic motion also

correlated with hydration structure and vice versa. There-

fore, the protein motion should also affect solvation free

energy. Recently, hydration structure changes were shown

to be necessary for the domain motion of glutamate

dehydrogenase [52�� [6_TD$DIFF]], which implies that the solvation

free energy depends on large-amplitude conformational

change and that consideration of the protein anisotropy is

also essential for free energy calculation.
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2017, 42:50–58
Inconsistency and frustration in the native
state of proteins
The highly anisotropic nature of native proteins assures a

tendency to enhance specific protein responses in

crowded environments, but it is not sufficient to regulate

function. It would be problematic if protein functional

responses were induced only by random perturbations in

the absence of specific control mechanisms. Therefore,

proteins are equipped with mechanisms that trigger the

switch between functional and nonfunctional modes. For

example, the catalytic domain of horse liver alcohol

dehydrogenase (LADH) tends to be [7_TD$DIFF]open in the unli-

ganded state [8_TD$DIFF]because domain closure movement is

blocked by a proline-rich loop; however, the loop struc-

ture is altered upon the binding of the coenzyme NAD+

and the domain closure occurred within 10 ns [53]. The

unbound state of LADH is primed for binding NAD+ and

NAD+ binding triggers domain closure and enzymatic

function. Ligand-triggered collective motion is also ob-

served in glutamine binding protein [54]. Once triggered,

this type of motion is expected to occur promptly because

of the high anisotropy of the protein and because of the

mechanisms predicted by the fluctuation–dissipation

theorem. Recently dehydration of a cleft in glutamate
www.sciencedirect.com
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dehydrogenase was shown to induce rearrangements of

hydrogen bond networks and acts as a switch for domain

motion [52��]. Considering these results, to understand

such mechanisms, the protein energy landscape and its

change upon triggering should be investigated.

A rugged energy landscape is a common feature of mul-

ticomponent systems. The multiple-minima feature of

the energy surface can be interpreted as being due to

inconsistency and frustration. Energy frustration arises

from inconsistencies in multiple interactions. These con-

cepts were introduced in early protein folding studies: the

various energy terms responsible for folding are consis-

tent [55,56] and thus the native state is minimally frus-

trated [57]. In contrast to folding studies, we focus on the

native state and take a finer-grained view in both spatial

and energy scales and thus inconsistencies and frustration

are more evident (Figure 3a). The Jumping-among-mini-

ma (JAM) model provides a concept for investigating the

distribution of energy minima (which can be considered

as conformational substates or microstates) in the high

dimensional space of proteins [15,22]. If a proper set of
Figure 3

Native state

Conformation

Energy

Energy

Fine-grained view of
native state

Folding energy landscape

Functional soft mode

(a)

A schematic view of energy frustration on protein free energy surface and it

viewed at (left) a relatively coarse-grained resolution in spatial and energy s

focused at higher spatial and energy resolutions. (b) Conformational change

panel shows the case in which a force is applied from outside and induced

effect of the force is not reflected in the surface and thus the energy surfac

interaction or environment is reflected on the energy surface, which also ch

change from one minimum to the other.
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collective coordinates is selected, the energy surface

along the most of the collective axes (e.g., 95%) is

essentially harmonic with a single-minimum feature.

The analysis of MD result by JAM model also showed

that the energy surface along a small number of large-

amplitude principal axes has a hierarchical multiple-min-

ima feature and rugged smaller-amplitude motions on the

nearly parabolic energy surface are more localized [15,22].

This means that soft anisotropic modes of proteins are

frustrated and external perturbations can trigger the pro-

tein to switch from one state to another along the intrinsic

collective directions (Figure 3b). Furthermore, given the

aforementioned path-preserving motion [11], the concept

of soft modes should not be limited to the large-ampli-

tude modes but should be further extended to localized

frustrated degrees of freedom.

Since the inconsistencies are involved with the balance

among various interactions, their origins are often not

obvious. One exception is bacterial flagellar filament [58].

The flagellar filament of Salmonella typhimurium is com-

posed of a single protein that undergoes polymorphic
Functional soft mode

Frustrated energy surface in native state

Force

Interaction,
environmental

change

(b)
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s role on the regulation of function. (a) Folding energy landscape

cales and (right) a fine-grained view of the energy landscape more

along a functional soft mode induced by external perturbation. Top

a transition from the global energy minimum to another minimum. The

e does not change. Lower panel shows the case where a change in

anges in depths of energy minima and thus causes conformational

Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2017, 42:50–58
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transitions between left-handed and right-handed super-

coils induced by the reversal of motor rotation, pH, ionic

strength, and mutations. The existence of the multiple

supercoil structures is well understood by the spontane-

ous coexistence of two states in the polymer [59]. The

inconsistency between the intrasubunit interactions pre-

ferring one state and the intersubunit interactions stabi-

lizing polymerization to another state results in energy

frustration [58]. To quantify localized energy frustration

for a given protein structure, a protein frustratometer has

been proposed to examine energy frustration [60,61,62� [9_TD$DIFF]].
Using the frustratometer, Gianni et al. investigated the

frustrated interactions in frataxin, iron binding protein

that involves with the assembly of iron–sulfur cluster, and

showed that the frustrated regions are correlated to bind-

ing sites of metals and ferrochelatase [63��].

Changes in the protein energy landscape during binding

events are conceptually well investigated. The paradigm

shifts from traditional ‘lock-and-key’ to ‘induced-fit’ and

‘conformational selection and population shift’ now pro-

vide more detailed understanding of molecular recogni-

tion in proteins, as reviewed recently [64–69]. The

schematic free energy profiles appearing in these reviews

should be understood as being equivalent to representa-

tive soft modes in a multidimensional space.

Conclusions
The highly anisotropic nature of protein dynamics

induces a protein response to external perturbations along

a small number of intrinsic large-amplitude directions as

expected from the fluctuation–dissipation theorem. This

anisotropy is key for inducing specific protein reactions as

stochastic processes in macromolecular crowded environ-

ments. We also showed that protein anisotropy is useful

for calculating the entropy and these calculations can be

used for binding affinity studies. Energy frustration

occurs along large-amplitude atomic motions as well as

collective dihedral transitions such as path-preserving

motions. Here we called the movements along these

frustrated degrees of freedom ‘soft modes’. Conforma-

tional transition along the soft modes can act as a switch to

regulate protein function and can be triggered by external

perturbations such as the binding of other molecules.
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